
“We are fun”



What is Tip Tap Tip?

Tip Tap Tip is an audio podcast which broadcasts from Calgary, Alberta, Canada. Hosted by 

Eric & Rachelle, we cover odd news items and current events with our own special brand of 

degenerate humor. Few subjects are off-limits for us, including the detailed (and at times, 

juicy) specifics of our lives. Because of the unique nature of the podcasting medium, we are 

free to talk in a way that is at once comfortable and uncensored.

Tip Tap Tip generally runs twice weekly, with episodes lasting about an hour. As of our 

100th episode, we have been broadcasting our shows live. The live show format allows us to 

engage with our audience directly, in real time. This allows for a distinctive dynamic between 

the hosts and their audience when compared to pre-recorded podcasts, through our online 

chat room and the ability to take live phonecalls.  In addition, Tip Tap Tip’s live format adds 

a fun sense of uncertainty and excitement because listeners know that none of the show is 

being edited for content.



Who is Tip Tap Tip?
 

Eric has been involved in a variety of different media before creating Tip Tap Tip. He was 

the co-editor of the popular Calgary-based magazine Squidmail with Joel Jackson during 

the 1990’s, and was the editor and author of Flashcube.org

 

Rachelle - When she isn’t busting Eric’s balls on the show or encouraging him to don a 

leather daddy get-up, Rachelle owns and operates Ymay Hair Sudio. 

The hosts of Tip Tap Tip enjoying an intimate moment.



Who else is Tip Tap Tip?
 

Recurring Guests

Though we feature new guests every few episodes, Tip Tap Tip has some friends who we 

can rely upon to bring the funny. With the promise of a free hot meal, they can be con-

vinced to appear on the show and offer a third point of view, as well as act as referees in the 

heated exchanges between the newlywed co-hosts.

Shane - Our good buddy from Newfoundland. Has plenty of stories from Eastern Canada 

and is the reigning Ducky’s Idol karaoke champion. Regular segments include “True New-

foundland Tales”, which might be more aptly titled “Newfie Sex Romps”.

Mason - Intelligent, surly and delightfully blunt, Mason is at times the voice of reason, and at 

times a great instigator who is guaranteed to spark stimulating and hilarious conversation.



Get to know us better
 

Media contact:

Eric Skilling

email: info@tiptaptip.com

tel: 403-667-0237

web: http://tiptaptip.com

Additional Information about the hosts

http://www.bastique.com/archives/2004/12/i-heart-flashcu.html

http://www.ffwdweekly.com/Issues/1997/0313/splice.html

http://www.brokenpencil.com/reviews/reviews.php?reviewid=1407

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_AnlvH1oWA

http://ymayhairstudio.com



“We are fun”


